October 2008
Expectations that did not Materialize:
A disappointed Jihadi Activists’ Chat
An Al-Hesbah forum activist, who has been a website member since December
2007, wrote an emotionally charged post directed toward the jihadi commanders,
requesting to know the location of an attack previously discussed on the forum. He
wrote:
We were all waiting for the attack during Ramadan1, and now Ramadan has
passed…we expected it to be carried out on the day that the General Assembly was
held.2 We yearned for it. How we wished to hear that Nijad (Ahmedinijad – Trans'),
Sarkozy (Nicola – Trans'), and Peres (Shimon – Trans') and all the Heads of States
whom we are fighting against, would die on the same day, but this did not
happen…. we have waited enough….we have told the people….based on the words
of the Brothers and the analyses... the time is ripe…on the life of Allah, we have
waited for more than four months until now. On the life of Allah, we are waiting for
this every day and every hour.
Another forum participant, who has also been a member of the site since
December 2007, joined in and wrote: "I believe that it is near." However, other
participants wrote that they should wait patiently and stated that "the thundering
attacks" would arrive by surprise, without any signs. For instance, a site user
named Al-Arabi Muslim, who has been a forum member since December 2007,
explained:
The commanders have operational vision, which differs from our vision. We are
their supporters, and they have considerations and arrangements which depend on
the circumstances. I think that the timing of the attack was the Brothers'
conclusion and nothing else.
Another site user added: "Perhaps it will occur next September".3
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Ramadan falls during the month of September in 2008
The Plenary Session of the annual U.N. General Assembly opened on 24th September,
2008
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http://al-hesbah.info/v/showthread.php?t=193907
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October 2008
More on Expected Attacks against the United States
A member of the Al-Hesbah forum, who calls himself "The Black Flags" and has
been a registered user since May 2005, wrote an announcement on October 1,
2008 under the heading "Soon American towns will burn on live television." He
explained that the attacks that occurred in 1992, during the last year of the first
Bush administration, would repeat themselves on a broad scale – set to include all
American cities – during the final year of the second Bush administration. He added
that the American army would retreat from Iraq and Afghanistan and put
emergency laws into effect. He posted additional links to YouTube videos showing
riots that broke out in 1992 in a number of American cities.4
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http://al-hesbah.info/v/showthread.php?t=193848
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